HOW TO REFUEL WITH LPG – DE VISSE “GUN”

Start here

Remove filler cap on vehicle (twist and pull). Remove gun by pulling out of holster.

Holding handle upright & forwards, line up slots in gun with pins on vehicle filler. Push gun on to filler.

Rotate handle 60-90° clockwise (angle varies with gun makes).

Pull handle back until locked.

Fill by keeping button pressed. Release when flow stops (tank is full).

Keeping your hands away from barrel area, release the gun by moving the lever slowly towards vehicle. Some liquid gas is released (this is normal).

Rotate lever 60-90° anticlockwise to vertical and pull gun from nozzle.

Replace gun in holster and replace filler cap.

HOW TO REFUEL WITH LPG – GAS GUARD “GUN”

Start here

Remove filler cap on vehicle (twist and pull). Remove gun by pulling up and out.

Make sure barrel is rotated fully anticlockwise, then offer gun to filler. Cut-outs on barrel end & pins on nozzle must match.

Push home and rotate barrel 90° clockwise.

Squeeze red trigger and lock by pulling down catch.

Fill by keeping button pressed. Release when flow stops (tank is full).

Squeeze red trigger and release to unlock. Keep your hands away from barrel area, as some liquid gas is released (this is normal).

Rotate barrel 90° anticlockwise and pull from nozzle.

Replace gun in holster and replace filler cap.